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THOMAS-BRADY’S FIRST DAY OF 
KINDERGARDEN

by Chris and Ryan Wilkins

(Thomas-Brady is in his house sitting at a table.)

Thomas-Brady: Hi! My name is Thomas-Brady. That’s not my last name. I have 
two first names. It’s hyphenated. My mom wanted to call me Thomas, and my 
dad wanted Brady, so I’m Thomas-Brady. I don’t think my parents like each other 
very much… (His parents enter)

Dad: Hey Brady. Brad-ster. Bradmister. Are you totally ready for your first day of 
school? 

Thomas-Brady: I guess so…I’m kinda curious about—

Mom: Thomas! I packed your backpack with everything you might need. I think 
we know who your favorite parent is.

Dad: Quiet, woman! We both know Brady and his old man go together like two 
peas and a carrot.

Mom: Hun, it’s two peas in a pod.

Dad: Didn’t I tell you to be quiet, woman.

Thomas-Brady: Guys! Can you please stop fighting?

Mom: Oh my gosh! The bus should be here soon!

Dad: No son of mine is going to be late. Here Brady-Maximus! I’ll carry you to the 
bus on my back!

Thomas-Brady: (After getting picked up by his Dad) You know most people are 
excited to go to school to learn. Maybe even make new friends. I kind of just want 
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to get out of my house. My parents are the most insane people you will ever 
meet. Ever. (Thomas gets off his Dad’s back and onto the bus.)

(Transition: Thomas gets off the bus and starts walking through the school.)

Thomas-Brady: So, the bus ride was a little bit bumpy, but here I am at school. 
I’m a little nervous, but I’m excited to be out of the house and away from my 
crazy parents.  Room 204. This is the first step to the rest of my life.

Mrs. Judy: Hello class! My name is Mrs. Judy! Please, put your bags in the 
cubbies you’ve been assigned to. Also! Because of the recent cut backs, we only 
have enough cubbies for half of you! Which I found as the perfect opportunity for 
you all to make friends! So! I have taken the liberty of assigning you all cubby 
buddies! Now everyone go put your backpacks away and make a new friend!

Thomas-Brady: As long as I can get this heavy backpack off I don’t care how 
many cubby buddies I have.

Glenn: Hi. You must be Mr. Brady. My cubby buddy. As such, I would like to 
extend the bond of best friend-ship-hood to you.

Thomas-Brady: I don’t know…best friend-ship-hood sounds a little bit extreme. 
But I’ll gladly be your friend!

Glenn: Okay, best friend! So, I was thinking for our first day of best friend 
activities we could frequent the playground with some tag. But all the running, 
running, running, my feet will certainly be sore, so you, as my best friend, can 
massage my sweaty swollen bunions as I snack on some delicious crunchy 
Cheetos. Does that sound good to you best friend?

Thomas-Brady: Um…I suppose I could give it a try…

Glenn: I’ll just let you think that one over. Also! My backpack is really big, so 
yours isn’t gonna fit in our shared cubby. So you’ll just have to carry your 
backpack around all day. 

Thomas-Brady: But… this isn’t a good start to us being cubby buddies…

Glenn: I knew you’d understand. I definitely made a good choice when I picking 
you as my best friend. Excellent choice.
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Mrs. Judy: All right class! Everyone sit down in your assigned seats. It’s time for a 
math lesson! If Mrs. Judy has two ex husbands, one normal husband, and a 
boyfriend on the side, does that make Mrs. Judy a harlot? 

Glenn: Um yes.

Meredith: No!

Thomas-Brady: Isn’t this supposed to be math class?

Mrs. Judy: Mr. Brady!

Thomas-Brady: That’s actually not my last name. My last name is Andrew. 
Thomas-Brady Andrew. Can we please stop calling me Mr. Brady?

Mrs. Judy: Mr. Thomas Andrew. Why are you wearing your backpack?

Thomas-Brady: You know, I asked myself the same question. Still haven’t quite 
figured it out yet. 

(Bell rings.)

Mrs. Judy: Alright! That’s the bell! I’ll see you all tomorrow!

(Thomas-Brady leaves the classroom and starts walking towards the gym.)

Thomas-Brady: Gym class. I’ve only heard good things about gym class. This 
should be enjoyable. The only exercise I get at my house is listening to bickering 
of the most insane parents you will ever meet.

Gym Teacher: All right maggots! Get in a line! (Starts dribbling a dodge ball) Now 
some people say that kindergartners are too young to play dodge ball.

Thomas-Brady: Oh jeez.

Gym Teacher: And I couldn’t agree more. Such a violent sport is dangerous for 
any age group. Let alone five and six year olds.
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THOMAS-BRADY’S FIRST DAY OF 
KINDERGARDEN

by Chris and Ryan Wilkins

GENRE: Comedy

CAST: 7 Males, 5 Females (1 Other)

SUMMARY:

! Convinced that his mom and dad hate each other, Thomas-Brady is 
enthralled to go to his first day of kindergarten so long as he can escape his 
parent's bickering. But as the first day goes along, his experience at school 
goes from bad to worse. After dealing with an ensemble of obscure and quirky 
characters, Thomas-Brady is pushed further than any five year old could ever 
stand, leading him to truly appreciate the value of both home and family.
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